NASA's Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter (LRO), scheduled for launch on 17 June, should end a long-standing debate on whether the Moon has water ice. For nearly half a century, scientists have argued over the idea that bits of ice hide within the frigid darkness of permanently shadowed craters at the Moon's poles. "I sure hope it settles the debate, " says Richard Vondrak, LRO project scientist at the Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.
The spacecraft will also mark a beginning. It is the first in a series of planned NASA lunar missions, the next will launch in 2011, to help scout for the return of astronauts to the Moon. If ice is found, the water could be split into hydrogen and oxygen -for rocket fuel and lungs -to help sustain a lunar outpost.
There are reasons to suspect that ice exists there. A fusillade of water-bearing comets and asteroids could have deposited it, or hydrogen ions carried by the solar wind could have combined with oxygen trapped in minerals on the Moon. Yet there has been no solid detection of ice. The first suggestion came from a radar experiment on the 1994 Clementine mission. The 1998 Lunar Prospector mission added weight to the idea when it found an excess of hydrogen at the poles (see picture, above), which would be consistent with water concentrations of 1% or so. Studies with Earth-based radar, though, have not confirmed the results.
The case against ice would have been stronger had the Earth observatories been able to peer into the darkest parts of the polar craters, but they could not (see 'Target: Moon'). The first dedicated radar to do so has been that on Chandrayaan-1, India's current lunar orbiter. Stewart Nozette, a Clementine veteran who is a science team member on the Indian instrument and principal investigator for a similar one on the LRO, says the Chandrayaan team is seeing intriguing signals at the lunar north pole that could be consistent with ice, although the team is still calibrating its data. Together, Chandrayaan and the LRO are scheduled to perform a 'bi-static' observation this summer, with one transmitting and the other receiving, to see how the polar surfaces reflect at different angles -which could also illuminate the ice question.
Neither of the two other recent Asian orbiters had ice as their main target. Kaguya, a Japanese lunar orbiter that will crash into the surface on 10 June, focused on a map of the Moon's gravity field, and Chang' e 1, a Chinese orbiter, mapped the Moon's minerals before its planned crash on 1 March.
Other instruments on the LRO will 'see' into the dark of the crater shadows. A neutron detector will repeat the Lunar Prospector experiment with greater resolution and sensitivity. A temperature mapper will look for hot and cold spots, down to 30 kelvin above absolute zero. And an ultraviolet instrument will look for surface frost using the illumination of starlight.
Six of the LRO's seven instruments will make measurements aimed to detect ice -a surprisingly narrow focus, according to Alan Binder, principal investigator for Lunar Prospector. "It Moon mission tackles water question NASA orbiter will hunt for water ice that could be used as a resource by future astronauts.
For all of the Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter's (LRO) remote sensing, answering the question of whether there is ice on the Moon will probably only be resolved in situ. "The only way you're going to know if it's water ice is by sticking your finger in it," says Alan Binder, director of the Lunar Research Institute in Tucson, Arizona.
To this end, the Lunar Crater Observation and Sensing Satellite (LCROSS) is meant to plunge into a shadowy crater near the lunar south pole (see picture, above) in the hopes of kicking up a plume of dust -and, potentially, water vapour -high enough to be seen.
LCROSS is a two-piece experiment: a shepherding spacecraft full of observing instruments, and the upper stage of the Atlas V rocket on which LCROSS and the LRO will launch. An hour after launch, the LRO will head straight to the Moon, and LCROSS will begin orbits around Earth that put it on a collision course with the Moon for 8 October. The shepherding spacecraft will follow the rocket into the surface, four minutes behind.
There have been other such artificial impacts. Binder, the principal investigator for the 160-kilogram Lunar Prospector, oversaw that mission's intentional crash near the south pole in 1999. The 2,300-kilogram Atlas rocket should make a bigger crater.
In February, LCROSS mission engineers discovered that valves in the spent upper stage would slowly leak residual fuel, causing wobbles that would need to be counteracted in space with pulses of precious fuel. The team asked for an additional launch delay, from 2 June to 17 June, that gave more time to examine the problem but also, because of the particular orbital mechanics, minimized fuel use. If the problem is worse than expected, mission managers have a contingency plan: they would put LCROSS into an intentional spin that counteracts the wobbles. There are also uncertainties about the impact itself. The Atlas upper stage will collide at 2.5 kilometres per second, at an angle of 85 °-much higher and faster than previous impacts. Given its tin-can-like structure, the rocket should flatten like a pancake and create a crater about 20 metres wide and 3 metres deep.
Just about everything that can will be watching. Anthony Colaprete, LCROSS project scientist at the Ames Research Center in Moffett Field, California, has lined up observing time at nearly a dozen ground-based observatories, two in Earth orbit and two in lunar orbit. The shepherding spacecraft will be watching, too, as it approaches the plume from above. In its last moments, as it flies into the plume, it will look sideways for watery spectroscopic signatures in the dust-dimmed sunlight. really is focused on the water question, " he says.
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That may reflect the fact that the $500-millionplus LRO was paid for by the NASA division that advances human exploration, rather than its science division. Mark Robinson, principal investigator for the spacecraft's main camera, acknowledges that its suite of instruments would probably have been different had its mission arisen via the science directorate. But Robinson, a geologist at Arizona State University in Tempe, says there will be plenty of data to satisfy scientists of any stripe. The highresolution camera, working 50 kilometres above the Moon's airless surface, will have a resolution of 1 metre, finally giving scientists maps of the Moon as good as those available for Mars.
The camera will focus first on 50 sites determined by the exploration office (see 'Top targets'), but many of the sites have overlapping science questions. For instance, many of the Moon's maria -sea-like plains of basalt -are rich in titanium, which could be mined. But mapping the deposits could also help scientists understand mysteriously wide differences in titanium concentrations.
Just because NASA's astronaut office is interested in the LRO's data doesn't mean that scientists aren't, says Robinson. "You can't separate the two, " he says. "Science enables exploration, exploration enables science. " Norway's research minister, Tora Aasland, has acknowledged the urgent need for new monitoring infrastructure. In a response last month to letters from worried scientists, she said that the Research Council of Norway is prepared to consider scientific proposals for work at Station Mike, and that a decision on funding those could be made this summer.
Even so, the days of the Polarfront seem to be numbered. "I have received an overwhelming number of statements stressing the importance of continuing the operation of the ship, but no further offers to share the expenses," says Anton Eliassen, director of the Norwegian Meteorological Institute. Gruithuisen domes Possible silica-rich volcanoes that resulted in domes, unlike the smooth, pool-like maria.
Rimae Prinz A possible hollow lava tube could offer radiation shielding for an outpost.
Apollo 15 site A chance to observe space weathering of astronaut tracks.
Alphonsus crater Deposits from a pyroclastic vent from a 'fire-fountain' volcano.
Sulpicius Gallus Strange, dark materials could provide a deep window into direct sampling of the Moon's mantle.
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Last weather ship faces closure
Without funding from elsewhere, the M/V Polarfront will be decommissioned.
"I have received no further offers to share the expenses."
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